
Slim Freestanding
Totem

Overview

Key Features

Available Sizes
49”

Our slim freestanding Android totem is an outstanding 
addition to any setting, boasting impressive features 
such as Full HD, Plug and Play functionality, and optional 
Touchscreen and Network upgrade.

Their buttonless tempered glass face, 
rounded corners, steel enclosure with 
super slim profile and aluminium 
surround all add to their eye-catching 
tablet-like aesthetics.

Tablet-Like Styling24/7 Commercial Use

Integrated Speakers

L.E.D Backlight

Eco Power-Timer

Integrated Android 
Media Player

Optional Cloud Update

450cd/m²  IPS Panels

Plug & Play

For a small charge you can also upgrade 
your screen to be networked, allowing you 
to remotely update your screen via LAN or 
WiFi. To find out more about our
 Digital Signage CMS

Commercial grade IPS technology 
accurately displays image quality and 
colour depth with no fall-off in colour 
accuracy.

uploading images to the screen via a 
USB stick. Insert into the display, wait for 
your content to copy over and then 
remove. Your images and videos will 
now play in a continuous loop. 

3 Years
Warranty

IRISH
OWNED

Wide Viewing Angle
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Application

High quality tempered glass protection1
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Remote control6

High resolution, high contrast, high brightness, great 
improvement of the picture level, and better performance 
of details

Using the professional LCD screen, the video image is brighter 
and the three-dimensional sense is stronger

16.7M color, the picture is more natural, the delicate picture 
is really not tailed

Ultra long life, 7*24 hours uninterrupted work, up to more than 
60 thousand hours

Sheet metal back cover 7
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Ultra thin and ultra light design, easy to use and beautiful

Rich interface: support SD card, USB2.0 hard disk, U disk

Power supply

Strong digital audio power amplifier, high fidelity audio
 decoding, strong 2x 5W high fidelity sound box horn, perfect

 restore multimedia sound

Run the screen from an external source, 
like a PC or media player, you can do so 
by using the HDMI input or VGA and 5mm 
audio jack inputs. There is also a space to
fit a small PC or media player inside the 
Lockable Compartment 

Internal Locker

Eco Power Timer

Integrated media player

Scheduling Software

The eco-friendly power timer allows you to
 assign daily or weekly on and off times for
 your screen meaning that it is only in use 
when it needs to be; improving 
environmental efficiency. 

There is an integrated Android media 
player inside the screen allowing you to 
upgrade to a network version without 
needing any additional hardware. 

These displays can come with a 
scheduling software for displaying 
different content at different times 
of the day. 

Hospitality

Retail

Events



Specifications


